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Like many other kids, when I was growing up, I loved dinosaurs.

Show me a picture of a dinosaur and I could tell you the name of the species in question, as well as

whether it was a plant loving herbivore, or a meat loving carnivore.

Although my favorite dinosaurs were the Stegosaurus and the Triceratops, I celebrated the entire

catalog when it came to the world of dinosaurs.

In turns out that my fascination with dinosaurs was
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Although my favorite dinosaurs were the Stegosaurus and the

Triceratops, I celebrated the entire catalog when it came to

the world of dinosaurs.
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As we all know, dinosaurs are no longer with us. While scien-

tists may argue about the speci�cs of how it happened, they

all agree that except for fantasies portrayed in cinematic

parks of a Jurassic nature, dinosaurs are very much extinct in

this day and age.
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not limited to my youth.

I recently completed an online course called Dino 101:

Dinosaur Paleobiology, that was offered by the

University of Alberta. If the course taught me any-

thing, it is that I still like dinosaurs as much as I did

growing up.

It also taught me that a lot has changed in dino science

since I was a kid.

So, why do I bring up dinosaurs you may ask?

As we all know, dinosaurs are no longer with us. While scientists may argue about the speci�cs of

how it happened, they all agree that except for fantasies portrayed in cinematic parks of a Jurassic

nature, dinosaurs are very much extinct in this day and age.

That got me thinking about the ongoing debates related to the wisdom of playing sports in the middle

of the global COVID-19 pandemic.

Thankfully, we are likely to have a vaccine, therapeutic

treatments, or at the worst herd immunity against

COVID-19 before things would reach an extinction

event level scenario.

However, the fact remains some people are ignoring

the virus, and trying to act as if there isn’t a huge as-

teroid heading towards them.

Major League Baseball (MLB) ignored the science, and

is paying the price through player and staff outbreaks

in their non bubble approach to the season. Recently,

it was noted that MLB may look into a modi�ed bub-

ble approach for the postseason.

The NHL and NBA are just two of the leagues that

have shown bubbles work. The MLB and the rest of society could learn a lot from their example.

Of course, despite the growing evidence, and the growing COVID-19 outbreak, some sports are ap-

pearing to be as dense as a dinosaurs armor plating when it comes to evolving their thought process
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Of course, despite the growing evidence, and the growing

COVID-19 outbreak, some sports are appearing to be as

dense as a dinosaurs armor plating when it comes to evolving

their thought process on the reality of the disease.
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on the reality of the disease.

Consider the world of college football as the next battleground in the “to play or not to play” debate.

While some college football conferences are canceling their fall seasons, there are others that are ei-

ther waiting until the last possible minute to cancel, or are somewhat convinced that a miracle will

occur and the heavens will open up to allow them to play football.

Don’t get me wrong, I enjoy football. I especially enjoy

college football.

As mentioned previously, one of my favorite things to

do on Saturdays in the fall is to get up and watch

College GameDay followed by watching football

games until late into the night.

The idea of a fall without football is certainly a tough

thing for me to consider, but as the late Wilfred

Brimley would say when he was selling oatmeal on TV,

canceling college football is “the right thing to do.”

To be clear, football, even limited conference schedule

only football, has no business being played in the mid-

dle of a global pandemic.

Of course, since college football is more business than educational endeavor, that is exactly the argu-

ment being made for why college football must be played.

Put bluntly, the argument for why some schools are determined to play is because there is too much

money involved to just walk away.

Lost in all of the noise about needing to play college football in order to make all of that sweet, sweet

cash, is the fact that college athletes are not paid. Also, college athletes do not have the same protec-

tions as professional athletes when it comes to negotiating their rights to opt out of the season with-

out penalty.

Talk about a prehistoric concept.

I spent several years of my career working in collegiate sports information of�ces. As such, I have a

bit of an idea of the inner workings of a college athletic department.
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Perhaps if the athletic departments at those schools left their

multimillion dollar facilities and walked to the science depart-

ments on the other side of campus, they might get a better

idea of why playing football in the middle of COVID-19 is not

really a good idea.
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When the COVID-19 pandemic began to surge like a tidal wave heading towards an unsuspecting

beach, my �rst thought was there is no way that any college athletics program will want to risk the

lives of their students just to make a few bucks.

Yes, there are college athletes who want to play football. However, there are also athletes who are

worried that playing football this season will result in long-term health effects, or even death. I �g-

ured the adults in the room would choose athlete safety over pro�t.

Oh, how wrong I was.

Although some conferences have done the right thing and delayed and/or cancelled their seasons,

The Big 12 and Southeastern Conferences (SEC) are promoting an “ignore the rising death count, we

are here to play ball” approach.

It is likely not a coincidence that the Big 12 and SEC schools are mostly located in cities and states

that are treating COVID-19 like a hoax. Many people in those areas are refusing to wear masks, or so-

cial distance and are promoting wild conspiracy theories that might even make the writers of the

X-Files say, “That’s some crazy stuff right there.”

Perhaps if the athletic departments at those schools left their multimillion dollar facilities and walked

to the science departments on the other side of campus, they might get a better idea of why playing

football in the middle of COVID-19 is not really a good idea.

The sad thing is, that if everyone had just buckled down in March and not prematurely reopened for

Memorial Day the spread of COVID-19 would likely be contained to a level where playing college

sports could be handled safely.

Of course, that is not what happened, and so we are

worse off now than we were back in March.

Going back to our dinosaur example, some scientists

have hypothesized that had the asteroid that hit near

the Yucatan Peninsula, resulting in the death of 75

percent of the earth’s species, hit almost anywhere

else on the planet the dinosaurs likely would have sur-

vived.

While we can’t bring back the dinosaurs, it isn’t too

late to get a handle on containing COVID-19. That is

where the focus should be. We should not be worry-
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ing about what to do on Saturdays if there is no college football to watch.

The Chicxulub asteroid didn’t stop to ask the dinosaurs what they ate. It wiped out both the herbi-

vores, and the carnivores with equal reckless abandon.

Likewise, COVID-19 attacks the people in blue states, as well as the people in red states.

Or, to put it in college football terms, COIVD-19 doesn’t care if you want the Tide to roll, or if you

think that it is time for someone else to build a dynasty on the gridiron.

There will be a time to play college spots again, but �rst we really should get the raging wild�re under

control. That should be something that even the most bitter of college rivals can agree on.

Now if you’ll excuse me, I am off to see if I can extract some DNA from this mosquito I found in a block

of amber.

Copyright 2020 R. Anderson
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